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I Believe…

I believe in being strong when
everything seems to be going
wrong. I believe that happy
girls are the prettiest girls. 

I believe that tomorrow is
another day and I believe 

in miracles. 

Audrey Hepburn

Maharashtra on Sunday announced a total farm debt waiver.
Its conditions are not yet fully known but it will escalate
costs beyond the Rs 30,500 crore waiver announced for 

marginal farmers. Next Punjab is expected to announce a waiver to
fulfil the Congress’s electoral promise. But chief ministers are 
surely aware that these waivers are not a durable solution. A 
national loan waiver for farmers nine years ago, for instance, 
did nothing to solve structural problems. Instead, through the 
mechanism of loan waivers, agricultural distress is now morphing
into fiscal dangers for states.

Meanwhile violent farmers’ protests in Madhya Pradesh seemed
to catch its state government napping. Over the last decade MP did
have an impressive track record in wheat production. Focus on 

cereals however has blindsided policy
makers to two parallel developments
which have led to contemporary chal-
lenges. Last decade was characterised
by enhanced private investment in 
agriculture in the form of tube well 
irrigation and intense input use. 
Simultaneously there was a shift to 
horticultural production, with enhanced
risk of perishability. 

In MP, the value of output from fruits
and vegetables more than doubled to
19.6% in the three years ending 
2013-14. Even as Indian agriculture 
witnessed such structural changes, 

policy remained unchanged in its focus on the cereal economy. And
the enhanced risks Indian farmers have been taking in the backdropof
greater variability in climatic patterns made them more vulnerable
to shocks. Demonetisation definitely sent shock waves across the
rural economy. The way out at this juncture is for the Centre and 
states to retool their agricultural policies. Intervention has to be
smarter and designed to keep pace with the underlying changes.

Government needs to focus on building infrastructure which
links farmers to urban centres consuming horticultural products.
It is only with the availability of adequate infrastructure that 
other schemes such as price stabilisation funds – to provide a 
floor price for farmers in years of glut – can be effective. India’s 
farm economy is intertwined with the rest of the economy. 
Therefore reforms in areas such as power will have a knock-on effect
on agriculture too. The key to relieving agricultural distress is to 
replace the current policy of ad hoc interventions like farm loan 
waivers with one that holistically supports the transition away
from a cereal-led rural economy.

Farms And Ostriches
Devendra Fadnavis knows that loan 
waivers are not a durable solution

Went to my grandson’s nursery school graduation. Amazing
how you can sit through two hours of Father Jacque and The
wheels on the bus go whoosh whoosh and actually slosh about
in good feeling. Tear in the corner of my eye, must be the dust.

Reminded me of my stellar theatre career. I was the tree in
Hansel and Gretel and the girl playing Gretel was Carol Lynley

and we ‘love hated’ each other (oh Carol, sixty years later where are you?) and
the teacher had tied twigs with leaves to my arms and i had stretched them out
and had to go ‘shshsh shshsh’ like the wind in the branches but there was a 
delay and by the time H and G fetched up to seek refuge under my heavy and 
tired limbs i dropped them ... the arms, that is, i mean, be fair, how long can 
you keep them up at six.

Anyway, Carol hissed, put your arms up, silly, which hurt me to the quick so i
kicked her and she kicked me back and then Hansel started crying because the
falling branch had poked his eye and Amar Singh who was the old woman or
wicked witch got stage fright and called for his mama and the curtain fell on an

unfinished production.
None of this deterred me from pursuing my theatrical career and

after being the first to get cut from the school choir trials for arriving
at the finishing post of ‘little drops of water and little grains of sand’

long after the water had dried up and the sands blown to the winds and 
Mrs Vance the piano teacher was taken weeping from her stool i was chosen to
play Dopey, one of Snow White’s dwarfs. We all sang ‘Hey ho, hey ho, off to work
we go’ and then i had to say, ‘Look Snow White has disappeared, where could she
have gone, we must find her before the wicked witch does.’ That is practically a
Mark Antony soliloquy for a Class I kid.

Opening night got hectic and the seven of us bumped into each other and
then our balsa wood house fell down and i think it was Sneezy who tripped over
his costume or was it Grumpy and Mrs Vance was yelling, Vohra, Vohra, say
‘Look Snow White has disappeared’ except that Snow White entered the stage
prematurely and it’s dashed difficult to convincingly trigger a search for someone
who is standing about three feet from you. Tough act to follow, so i didn’t.

A star is born

Bikram Vohra 

Being the tree in Hansel and Gretel, 
going shshsh shshsh like the wind

Quick question. What is
common to the follo-
wing cities – Brussels,
Istanbul, Paris, Nice,
Berlin, Orlando, London
and Manchester? Well,

apart from being prominent, affluent
global cities, they have all been subject to
major terror attacks linked to Islamic
State (IS). 

These attacks together have claimed
hundreds of innocent lives. They have
also created fear in the minds of millions
of people. Cities like Paris and London
are expected to be safe. If terrorists can
carry out missions in the top first world
cities, what hope is there for the rest of
the world? 

In fact, since June 2014, when ISIL
proclaimed itself to be the Islamic State,
it has ‘conducted or inspired’ over 70 
terrorist attacks in 20 foreign countries
according to a running count by CNN.
These countries do not include its home
base of Syria and Iraq, where thousands
more have died in terrorist atrocities. 

India has suffered from terrorism. So
has Pakistan. And it turns out, now the
first world too is not immune.

Thus, there seems to be no solution in
sight. In many countries, terrorism does
become a political issue. However, it
tends to polarise and divide people more
rather than bringing them together to
solve the problem. 

The issue of terrorism today has 
become yet another casualty of extremitis,
a disease endemic to the era of the 
internet. Today, on social media, it is 
extremely difficult to be heard if you 
have a balanced, practical or nuanced
approach to solving any problem. 

Things are either ‘amazing’ or a 
‘disaster’. Modi is either loved or hated.
Trump is either ‘100% right’ or ‘completely
stupid’. You are either a ‘patriot’ or an
‘anti-national’. 

The argument that every situation
might have pros and cons is considered a
weak one. Truth and facts are irrelevant.

Reason and logic don’t matter. 
What matters are your feelings, 

and which side you are on. Welcome to
extremitis, the nasty by-product of mass
social conversations. 

The same social media that was 
expected to open minds and expose 
people to various points of view, is now
the world’s biggest polariser. The issue
of terrorism is no exception. 

Extremitis suggests that terrorism
can only be one of two things. One, it is
‘completely the fault of Islam’, and hence
‘Muslims should be banned’. On the other
side of terrorism extremitis are the 
ultra-liberals. They believe ‘these terror
attacks are not related to a particular 
religion’ and those claiming otherwise
are ‘Islamophobes’ and ‘racists’.

This extremitis generates a lot of 
noise and juicy headlines. It doesn’t 
really solve anything. Meanwhile, IS’s
ever-expanding footprint reaches new

cities and perpetrates new atrocities.
We need to stop getting polarised

over terrorism. It is not a right-wing or a
left-wing issue, but affects us all. And
while terrorism doesn’t have a religion,
there’s no denying that IS, the most 
active global terrorist organisation at
present, follows radical Islam. Hiding
this truth in the name of political 
correctness doesn’t help anyone either. 

The (mis)use of Islam in recruiting
terrorists means the Muslim community
at large, and Islamic countries in particu-
lar, have to play an active part in solving

the problem. Radical Islamic organisations
are able to generate funds for their activi-
ties. To counter them, strong moderate 
Islamic organisations need to be created
and funded by governments around the
world as well. These modern, moderate,
liberal Muslim organisations may not have
guns, but they need to be prominent and
influential enough to stand up to their 
fundamentalist counterparts.

Also, Islam is the only religion where
over a dozen countries are officially 
Islamic. Many of them are not democra-
cies, and fundamentalists have a big say
in how these countries are run. 

This complicates the problem, and is
perhaps the reason why radical Islamic
terror has thrived far more than that of
other religions. However, the rest of the
world has to get together and put pressure
on these countries, through diplomatic,
economic or other means, to have a zero
tolerance policy on terrorism. 

Holding fundamentalist beliefs may
well fall within the parameters of religious
choice. However, when innocent people
get hurt, all bets are off.

Many of these Islamic countries 
have strict zero tolerance laws against
narcotics for instance, and are successful
in keeping their countries drug free. 
Similarly, they have to commit to zero 
tolerance against terrorism. 

Back home in India too, we have to do
the same. Terrorism is a hard problem to
counter. Only a zero tolerance approach
works. To that extent, all our homegrown
terror apologists (the types who say 
terrorists ‘were just misguided youth’)
should be condemned.

These solutions do not amount to 
asking for a ‘Muslim ban’ or labelling a
religion as evil. At the same time, they
don’t pussyfoot around the issue in the
name of political correctness either. 

The solution to terrorism will not 
come from one extreme point of view,
but from somewhere in the middle,
using logic and reason.

It is time we take a break from 
extremitis, and work to solve a huge 
problem and make the world a safer place.

Terrorism And Extremitis
To halt terrorism, we must avoid stepping into the polarisation trap set by it

Chetan Bhagat

Today, on social media, it is
extremely difficult to be heard
if you have a balanced,
practical or nuanced approach
to solving any problem

Spanish tennis ace Rafael Nadal has long been known by the 
moniker ‘King of Clay’. But it fails to do justice to his achieve-
ment this past Sunday when he won an incredible 10th French

Open title – no tennis player before this has won a single Grand Slam
10 times in the Open Era. Consider also that Rafa today isn’t the 
dynamite 19-year-old that took the tennis world by storm. At 31, he is
now a veteran of multiple serious injuries. 

It says something about modern sports science that despite the 
level of the game constantly increasing, players are finding ways to

not just prolong their careers but also improve
their performance in the would-be autumn of
their professional lives. If it’s Rafa, Roger 
Federer (35), Serena Williams (35) and Leander
Paes (43) in tennis, then there’s Tom Brady (39)
in American football and Gianluigi Buffon
(39) in soccer. Meanwhile, in cricket the 
likes of Yuvraj Singh and MS Dhoni – both 35 –
continue to enthral us. 

True, there have been athletes in the past who have pushed the 
boundaries of age. But what we are witnessing today is a growing
crop of special players who are dominating their respective games
despite their advancing years. This has only been made possible by
advances in sports medicine that allow a player to withstand and 
quickly recover from punishing injuries. In Rafa’s case, injuries 
have cast doubts on his career several times before. But each time
the Spaniard was able to bounce back and take his game to the next
level. Rafa has certainly earned a legendary status in tennis and 
already set an incredibly high standard for youngsters in the game.
And he looks set to raise the bar even higher.

Perfect 10 At 31
Rafael Nadal’s exploits show athletes 

today are turning age on its head

NARENDRA MODI
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A thought for today

There comes a point in life when we
find everything meaningless.
Who we are and what we have done,

suddenly appear to be inconsequential
and worthless. When we look around,
everyone else also seems to be confined
in a similar ‘futile’ existence. In this
context, we start losing hope and 
develop a gamut of psychological or
physical disorders. Is this our destiny?
Perhaps not, because, alongside the
darkness, there exists abundant hope.
This is because, since time immemorial,
enlightened ones have grappled with
gloom and realised the truth. We, too,
can take the same route to transcend
misery and reach salvation. 

The one who we worship and venerate
as Rama underwent a similar crisis
wherein he figured out that both the
mind and the external world are fraught
with delusions. He concluded that
under the spell of these falsehoods
people go through multiple cycles of

birth and death, without discovering
happiness. Sage Vasishta dispelled all
darkness that was engulfing the mind of
Prince Rama, so that he could clearly see
the path to liberation and break free of
suffering. This illuminating dialogue
between Prince Rama and Vasishta has
been narrated in the ‘Yoga Vasistha’. 

Vasishta reaffirms that because we
are pure consciousness, we
can choose to be free, by 
making an effort. The 
corner-stone of the path to
salvation is this rigorous
effort, which emerges from a
deep knowledge of scriptures,
instructions of a learned one
and one’s own determination.
The only goal to live for is to be
liberated and therefore we
should try our best to realise it
by working hard, every mo-
ment. This effort materialises, when
the soul, mind and body are unified and
we embrace whatever is pure and reject
that which is impure.

attitude to accept whatever comes our
way without depression or elation. We
continue to work hard but our emotional
calm is not disrupted by the returns.
With this mental stance, there comes the
realisation that whatever the world
offers is trivial compared to the wisdom
that is worth attaining; so one seeks only
the truth. Vasishta said that keeping the
company of realised ones and serving
them wholeheartedly, is superior among
all spiritual practices. When a person
keeps such company, the veil of ignorance
automatically lifts and the self gets
anchored in Divine consciousness.

The crucial thing to realise is
that happiness is a state that no one,
including the Divine, can bestow 
upon us. It happens only when we 
assiduously work for it. If we are not
getting there, it simply means that we
need to enhance our effort. Therefore,
one must leave all fatalism and cultivate
rigorous self-effort. 

(The writer is a clinical psychologist.)
Post your comments at speakingtree.in

The four crucial components of this
effort are samo, quietude of mind;
vichara, spirit of enquiry; santosa,
contentment; and satsang, company of
realised ones. We can develop quietude
by understanding that the reactions of
pleasure and pain emerge from our
cravings and bind the consciousness.
Our true nature is beyond pleasure 

and pain and once we restrict
our craving, we can be free
from these baser reactions.
Consequently, the mind 
becomes pure and is able to
realise the truth. 

The spirit of enquiry
involves looking deeply into
ourselves to understand who
we really are and dismantling
all falsehoods and condition-
ings. When the search is 
constant and serious, mental

and karmic patterns of the current as
well as past lives get destroyed, and the
light manifests. 

Contentment is cultivation of an

The Yoga Vasishta Path To Liberation
Pulkit Sharma
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I wish to double the income of farmers by 2022 
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T
he World Bank has 
predicted that India’s
GDP growth will be 7.2%

in 2017-18 and 7.7% in 2019-20.
This forecasted rate of growth
vigorously supports India’s
aspiration of being recognised
as the most promising economy
globally. But do these numbers
paint the complete picture?

The Indian mindset has tra-
ditionally been biased towards
looking at GDP figures as the most
important indicator of develop-
ment taking place in the country.
In the process we may have 
neglected an equally important
indicator: employment genera-
tion. And though employment is
usually seen as a by-product of
GDP growth, the reality in India
cannot be more distant.

Estimates from NSSO and
CSO data suggest that between
2004 and 2012, India’s net new
cumulative job growth swelled
by only 3% (or 15 million net
new jobs) when the country’s
economy expanded by a 
whopping 54%. 

It cannot be denied that a 

nation of 512 million strong 
labour force cannot afford 
jobless growth. Employment
generation has to be the soul of
Indian policy creation, and in
order to do that it is imperative
to know the statistics on the
same periodically. 

But the last time India carried
out a focussed and comprehen-
sive estimation of the employ-
ment situation nationwide was
in 2012 through the 68th round
of NSSO. Needless to say, these

figures are no longer very useful
for gauging policy exigencies in
the country. 

Regular estimation of job
numbers, and various indicators
related to it, has long guided 
policy creation in some of the
other successful economies. The
US Bureau of Labor Statistics
(BLS), a 2,500 employee strong
arm of the US Department of

Labor, invests approximately
$600 million annually on finding
facts in the field of labour econo-
mics and statistics. Its monthly
employment report is regarded
as a significant resource to evalu-
ate government’s performance
and render critical perspectives
on employment generation and
economic development.

Other Bric countries have also
managed to make considerable
progress in producing regular
data on employment in order to
determine policy priorities. 
China brings together three 
major bodies, namely National
Bureau of Statistics, Ministry of
Human Resources and Social 
Security and All-China Federa-
tion of Trade Unions for 
producing its Labour Statistical
Yearbook. Brazil’s Institute of
Geography and Statistics 

force surveys would not only
guide general policy creation in
the country but also equip the
central and state governments
to diagnose and address 
challenges in specific industrial
sectors and regions. Further,
this exercise would bolster 
government’s capacity to create
more meaningful jobs and
eventually move towards 
formalising the economy.

Managing the labour markets
effectively is an important 
strategy to ensure sustained and
inclusive economic growth.
Regular and comprehensive
employment estimation is a
crucial element of it. With the
announcement of periodic 
labour force surveys, India has
not only created an opportunity
for itself to undo its recent 
lukewarm performance on the
job creation front, it has also
opened a lucrative window to
make job creation the heart of
policy formulation.

Growth in GDP figures may
or may not create enough jobs, as
is evidenced by what happened
between 2004 and 2012. Creating
enough jobs, however, will lead to
sustainable GDP growth without
a doubt. Recent initiatives by the
central government on this front
elicit optimism.

The writers work with the 
Wadhwani Foundation

assesses the labour market
monthly. Russia’s Federal State
Statistics Service too publishes
its Labour Force Report quarterly.

India is getting started though.
Government has just set up a
taskforce under Niti Aayog vice-
chairman Arvind Panagariya to
produce periodic and reliable 
data on employment. This is an
addition to another recent initia-
tive by the PMO to have all 
cabinet proposals state the num-
ber of jobs they can create. The
most redoubtable initiative in
this space, however, comes from
the statistics ministry which has
recently announced plans to 
conduct periodic labour force
surveys in the country to produce
quarterly employment data.

With the launch of a plethora
of employment related schemes
in recent times, periodic labour

Good numbers make good policies: Reliable jobs data 
will help India overcome its jobless growth problem

Atul Raja and Kushal Prakash

Growth in GDP figures
may or may not create
enough jobs, as is
evidenced by what
happened in 2004-12. But
creating enough jobs will
lead to sustainable GDP
growth without a doubt
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